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Executive Summary
DHR is well qualified to conduct this search for the University of Iowa’s next president and asks
for the opportunity to do so. Our proposal is summarized as follows:
■ Our projected timeline to complete is six months from start date with a goal to complete sooner.
■ Our fees for the search are based on the finalist’s targeted first-year cash compensation and include
a professional fee of 28.5% of that amount. In addition, our administrative costs are billed as 12% of
the professional fee. We will negotiate a fixed fee at the start of the search if desired. Travel
expenses for candidates and consultants are additional and billed at cost.
■ DHR provides a two-year guarantee for our work
■ In addition to executing the search, DHR would bring capabilities to accelerate the startup of the new
president in their position.
■ DHR is a global firm with extensive resources to flex as needed to ensure we meet your delivery
expectations

■ Our dedicated project team has strong references and credentials to provide you with the confidence
the search will be highly successful.
■ DHR can meet all the requirements of the RFP request.
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DHR at a Glance
DHR International’s Vision

DHR International Overview

At DHR International, our mission and values are to create
the best possible partnerships between our clients and
candidates guided by the collaboration among our
industry experts. Our success is based on the satisfaction
of our clients and the growth of our candidates. We do not
work on searches, we solve them.

■ Established in 1989, DHR has grown to one of the largest
retained executive search firms in the world; privately owned
■ 200 consultants around the world
■ A highly collaborative culture emphasizing firm wide
collaboration across borders, allowing us to deliver top talent
to every client
■ Year over year, 38% of our searches are filled with diverse
candidates

DHR’s Global Reach

DHR Advantages
■ Global platform with a boutique touch and sense of urgency
■ Select consultant base with focused industry expertise and
local geography coverage
■ Minimal restrictions allows our consultants to present the
most qualified candidates in the shortest time frame
■ The search industry’s only two-year guarantee
■ Our

Triple

Check

Methodology

including

LEAP—our

proprietary tool designed strictly for executive search
DHR boasts the best geographical footprint with 50 offices
worldwide covering Asia Pacific, Europe, North America, South
America, the Middle East and Africa.
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Our Services and Structure
DHR delivers leadership talent and advisory solutions at all professional levels of an
organization.
CEO, CFO,
COO,
Board
Members
Executive Level Staff and
Business VPs

Emerging Leaders:
Manager, Senior Manager, Director

Individual Contributor

Leadership Assessment, Succession Planning,
Executive Onboarding
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Breadth of Experience
Our practice team structure shares knowledge to deliver the solutions to meet
your organization’s leadership needs.

Industries
▪ IT and Advanced ▪ Industrial
Technologies
▪ Life Sciences
▪ Professional
▪ Media &
▪
▪
▪
▪

Services

Entertainment

▪
Education
▪
Financial Services ▪
Healthcare
▪
Services
▪

Nonprofit

Consumer

▪ Real Estate

Advisory Services

Functional Leaders
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Board & CEO
Diversity
Financial Officer
CHRO
Chief Marketing Officer

Private Equity
Retail

▪
▪
▪
▪

Succession Planning
Team Effectiveness
Executive Coaching
Onboarding-Culture
Accelerator

▪ Leader Assessment
▪ PE Due Diligence

Sports
Energy &
Infrastructure
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Who we Serve in Education
DHR works across the broad education sector. We deliver high impact, future
ready leaders that deliver value amidst changes in demographics, public policy,
technology, and society.
▪ Universities and colleges
▪ Private academies and public primary and secondary administration
▪ Online learning organizations
▪ Education products and service providers
▪ Nonprofit, for-profit, publicly-held and private equity or venture-backed
companies
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Representative Search Clients
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President and Dean Searches
Baptist College of Health Sciences

Quinnipiac University

President

Dean, School of Communications
Dean, School of Nursing

Baylor College of Dentistry
President
Dean

Southern University and A&M College
Chancellor
President

.

Cincinnati College of Mortuary Science
President

Tulane University
Dean, School of Medicine .

College of Mount St. Joseph
President .

University of Calgary
Colorado Community College System

President

System President

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Chancellor

DeVry University
Campus President

University of San Diego
Grand Canyon University

Chief Executive Officer.

Dean, Ken Blanchard College of Business

New York Medical College
President
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Dedicated DHR Team

Glenn Sugiyama

MANAGING PARTNER

Cyd Kinney
PARTNER

Dan Carney
PARTNER

Our consultant team is deeply experienced with Higher Ed
assignments. Detailed bios are included in Appendix A. Dan
Carney will be team lead for executing the search. All three
consultants will participate equally in the project.
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Relevant Client Stories
Organization

.

Colorado Community College
System
Aurora, CO

Business
Scope

System of 13 community
colleges serving 137,000
students

Key
Challenge:

Maintain and accelerate
results expanding access,
retaining state support, and
building stronger
management team.
Strengthen system’s
contribution to state economy.
Defined desired leadership
model with search committee.

Outcome

Selected Joe Garcia, former
Lt. Governor of Colorado and
past college president.
Leadership has driven
accelerated change.

Organization

Cornell College
Mt. Vernon, IA

Business
Scope

Liberal Arts college with
1,000 students with unique,
block plan curriculum.

Key
Challenge

Cornell College needed to
radically change how it
implements major initiatives
and improves routine
business processes. The
COO position with financial
management experience was
created. We defined the
need as a Transformational
leadership profile.

Outcome

Brought Dan Layzell, former
CFO of LSU Baton Rouge to
role. He is just beginning his
tenure in October, 2020.
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University of Iowa Search Priorities
Ongoing Priorities for New President
• Strengthen the University’s realization
of Regents strategic priorities
o

Ensuring access and success

o

Promoting innovation in teaching,
research, and economic
development

o
•

•

•

Increasing impact and productivity
of institutional resources

DHR Impact
Mission
Deliver CEO candidates to expand
revenues and advance operational
capabilities
▪

Strengthen the University’s value
proposition to students and Iowa’s
economic future

▪

Strengthen the University’s position in
academic performance relative to its
national peer group

▪

Strengthen operational and financial
performance

▪
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Search Priorities
Diagnose core leadership model
needed to strengthen the University’s
performance and formalize in
position profile
Maximize outreach leveraging few
off-limits within the Higher Ed and
aligned sectors
Ensure leadership style aligns with
institutional governance needs
Identify the best value in candidates
relative to capabilities and
compensation needs
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DHR Search Process
Preliminary University of Iowa President Search Timeline

President
searches are
extensive and
typically require
5-6 months to
complete. Key
milestones are
identified in dark
color.

Work Module
Search Initiation
Search awarded. Committee created
DHR meets search stakeholders
Develop position profile
Refine search strategy
Refine timeline and project logistics

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

Month 6

Candidate Sourcing
Place advertising
Research & screen candidates
Bi-weekly project status calls
Candidate Selection
Review interested prospects
DHR fully vets candidates
Candidates meet committee
Committee selects semi-finalists
Campus Visit
Campus visits completed
References completed
Committee selects finalist
Board of Regents Interview
Finalist meets with Board
Complete Search
Offer Extended
Candidate acceptance
New president announced
Begin transition planning
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Key Success Factor:
Stakeholder Involvement
Stakeholder Group

These groups
are essential to
meet with in the
search initiation
phase.

Why Involve?

Regents and Legislators

Gain insights on state priorities for public higher
education contribution to Iowa’s growth and development
and key short and long-term priorities

Faculty and Administration
Representation

Gain understanding of the key challenges to strengthen
IU’s impact and productive use of resources

Student Representatives

Gain understanding of IU’s student body, their
aspirations, and perspectives on the student experience
IU provides

Alumni

Understand what keeps alums engaged and supporting
IU through engagement and giving

Community Leaders

Understand opportunities for IU and the community to
advance a common agenda for regional prosperity
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Key Success Factor:
Leadership Mission & Competencies
Four Types of Leaders1
DHR will work with
the search
committee to
identify the
leadership type the
University requires
and map it to
essential
competencies to
evaluate
candidates.

Cost Cutter

Cut costs, then move on

Maintainer

Keep organization
running with
evolutionary
improvements

Project Manager

Drive a major project,
i.e. establishing
international campus

Transformer

Overhauling processes,
governance, and culture

Appendix C describes DHR’s Candidate Evaluation Tools including competency-based interviewing.
Meyer, Dean, How Organizations Should Work, expected publication in 2021.

1
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Key Success Factor:
Diversity Candidates
DHR will deliver diversity in our recommended candidate slate. Our placement
record includes:
▪

40% diverse candidate placement in 2019

▪

Two out of five candidates presented to clients is diverse

▪

More than 50% of our practice groups are led by diverse consultants

▪

43% of our consultants are diverse

▪

39% of our consultants are outside of the US
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Deliverables

The Regents
can expect
these
deliverables
during the
search.

▪ Four to six candidates recommended for interviews, more if
needed for successful completion
▪ Detailed position recruitment profile developed with search
committee/Board
▪ Agreed upon framework of four to six management and
leadership competencies to guide candidate evaluation
▪ Outreach to approximately 100-200 prospects
▪ Detailed candidate profiles for all candidates recommended for
on campus interviews
▪ Weekly/bi-weekly status report on the search and candidates
under consideration
▪ Leadership assessment profiles on all candidates returning for
second round interviews
▪ Reference reports for 1-2 finalists
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Fees, Expenses, and Guarantee
■ We work exclusively on a retainer basis. All internal or external candidates are included in
our search process to ensure organizational fit. Our two-year guarantee applies to all
candidates, regardless of source.
■ Our professional fee for the search assignment will be 28.5% of the finalist’s targeted
annual cash compensation. Our administrative fee equals 12% of the professional fee.
Some organizations prefer a fixed pricing approach which we are willing to provide if
requested.
■ Candidate development expenses including consultant and candidate travel are billed at
cost in addition to specific costs to deliver this search.

■ Estimated fees are divided into three retainers and billed at the beginning of the search, and
30 and 60 days from its start. A final reconciliation of fees is billed when the finalist accepts
the position. The final retainer is billed at the completion of the search with adjustment for
actual fees based on agreed upon compensation.
■ If the placed candidate leaves or is asked to leave the organization within two years of their
hire, we will conduct a new search at no additional cost except out-of-pocket expenses.
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Recap: What DHR Brings to this Search
DHR is the only global executive search firm that combines unparalleled research
capabilities, truly personalized service and creative agility.
■ Candidate Care Candidates will be attracted to Iowa by our “white glove”, service and the
professional manner in which we represent you and your brand.
■ Recruiting to Iowa DHR has had local presence in the region for more than fifteen years serving a
number of industries and bringing great talent to a thriving area while providing national reach.
■ DHR’s Scale and Size A global boutique, DHR is big enough to matter and small enough to care –
smallest of the big firms, largest of the small.
■ Purpose Driven Values We are vocationally and passionately connected and committed to the Higher
Ed sector.

■ Extensive Guarantee DHR’s commitment to quality and your organization’s success is backed by our
two-year guarantee
■ The Adept, Cohesive Team Glenn Sugiyama, Cyd Kinney, Dan Carney, and Joan Gee are skilled and
dedicated with more than 50 years of combined professional search experience.
■ Accelerating Value Our talent advisory services can accelerate and maximize the impact of the
University’s new leader.
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References
Organization

Name and Contact Information

Reason for Reference

Cornell College
Mt. Vernon, IA
Liberal arts college in Iowa

Jonathan Brand
President
jbrand@cornellcollege.edu

Cyd Kinney and Dan Carney completed two
assignments, one for its new Chief
Operating Officer and a transformational
leader placement and its VP, Enrollment
Management

Florida State University

John Thrasher
President
president@fsu.edu
850-644-1085

Glenn Sugiyama led successful search for
its Head Football coach

Central Michigan University

Robert Davies
President
president@cmich.edu
989-774-4000

Glenn Sugiyama led multiple searches
including its CFO and Athletic Director

Wentworth Institute of Technology

Mark Thompson
President
Mark.Thompson@wit.edu

Glenn Sugiyama completed Dean of
Engineering and Computer Science search

Purdue University

Mitchell Daniels
President
president@perdue.edu
765-494-9708

Glenn Sugiyama completed searches for its
Athletics Director and Head Football
coach.
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Proposed Next Steps
■ DHR has the capacity in research and consultant
We look
forward to
discussing
further how we
will conduct
this search and
ask for the
opportunity to
work with you!

time to execute this search in the time frame desired
by the Regents and the university
■ Speak with the Regents regarding DHR capabilities
– Discuss our understanding of the situation and
preliminary candidate profile

– Review our approach to conducting the search
– Revise the proposal if needed based on key
insights gained from discussion
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DHR RFP Contact

Dan Carney
Partner
DHR International
900 17th St NW, Ste 430
Washington, DC 20006
O: (202) 558-6393
C: (202) 702-1170
E: dcarney@dhrinternational.com
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Appendix A:
Team Member Bios

Glenn Sugiyama

Managing Partner, Global Practice Leader

Glenn Sugiyama serves as Managing Partner and Global Practice Leader in the
firm’s Chicago office.
Glenn is a member of DHR’s Consumer, Media & Entertainment, Diversity, Healthcare, Financial Services,
Sports, Education and Real Estate practices.
Before joining DHR International, Glenn was vice president and account director for Leo Burnett USA, and a
former director of North American business development at iLeo (now “Arc Worldwide”), Leo Burnett’s Marketing
Services group.
Glenn began his career as director of marketing, advertising and sales for a regional restaurant company. He
made the successful transition from marketing to finance & operations when he ran a nine unit / 700-employee
chain as president and CEO. Since then, Glenn has served as EVP of a 5,000-employee service company and
President of a real estate development company.
At age 27, Glenn became one of the youngest directors of a major U.S. pro sports team when he was named to
the board of directors of the former world champion Chicago Bulls.

Among his many affiliations, Glenn is a member of the National Advisory Board of Positive Coaching Alliance and
the Board of Directors of the Japanese American Service Committee.
In addition, he has served of the advisory council of the University of Illinois – College of Commerce and Business
Administration and was named one of the “Outstanding 50 Asian Americans in Business” in the nation.
He is a graduate of Michigan State University.
Location
■ Chicago | North America

Get in Touch
■ 312.782.1581
■ gsugiyama@dhrinternational.com
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Cyd Kinney

Partner

Cyd Kinney serves as partner in DHR’s Detroit office.
Cyd Kinney partners with her clients to achieve successful outcomes. Her approach to search is rooted in an
operations and business process Improvement background with a goal to make the search process seamless for
her clients as well as candidates.
For more than 18 years Cyd has been a success search consultant with a focus on nonprofit C-suite recruitment.
Nonprofit clients include College for Creative Studies, Henry Ford Health System, Michigan Colleges Alliance,
Grand Valley State University, Michigan Nonprofit Association, Matrix Human Services and Michigan Science
Center.
Prior to joining DHR, Cyd served as a managing director at the global executive search firm Boyden
International. Before her tenure at Boyden, she was vice president of Business Process Improvement for
National TechTeam, a provider of comprehensive, knowledge-based support solutions and a Systems Engineer
at IBM.
Cyd holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Albion College. She is active with many of the nonprofit clients she
serves.
Location
■ Detroit | North America

Get in Touch
■ 248.494.4537 Office
■ 248.515.1321 Cell
■ ckinney@dhrinternational.com
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Dan Carney

Partner

Dan Carney serves as Partner in Washington, DC serving clients in Nonprofit, Healthcare, and Higher Ed
sectors.
Dan works with clients across several industry sectors including Healthcare, Higher Education, and
Nonprofits providing services to their customers. Dan knows that he can impact those sectors with the ideal
leadership. As such, he brings a distinctive approach, recognizing that effective leadership is the most
critical variable in organizational success and that search consultants impact its fortunes more than any
other outside advisor. As such, he is tenacious and diligent finding top-tier talent to drive maximum value.
Dan is recognized by his clients and candidates for his ability to do just that: identifying great talent that
aligns tightly with the competencies essential for success and fit with the hiring organization’s culture. His
analytical approach is deeply valued, setting the stage for great success for the new leader. His strong
emphasis on quality and open communication ensures a great experience for every stakeholder.
Dan has served DHR clients since joining the firm in 2006. Prior to DHR, he was principal of his own firm and
worked with other national search firms since joining the industry in 1999. Earlier experience includes several
years as a management consultant with two international consulting firms, Diamond Technology Partners
and CSC Consulting where he led projects that leveraged IT in reengineering business processes and digital
business strategies. He received his BS in Chemical Engineering from North Carolina State University and
his MBA from Harvard Business School in Boston, Massachusetts.

Location
■ Washington, DC | North America

Get in Touch
■ 202.552.6353 (DC Office)
■ 202.702.1170 (Mobile)
■ 607-218-4613 (Ithaca Office)
■ dcarney@dhrinternational.com
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Appendix B:
Search Tools

DHR’s Triple Check Assessment (TCA)
A great partnership between MedStar and selected candidates requires a close fit
between skills needed for success and alignment with the culture of the organization.
DHR’s Triple Check ensures the optimal fit.

Competency Based Interviews
▪ Provides alignment with client on the 5-8 critical competencies essential for
success in a role
▪ Evaluates candidate past performance to more accurately predict future
behavior
▪ Assesses candidate fit through structured behavioral interview questions

Leap Leadership Assessment
▪ DHR's proprietary assessment tool developed by Columbia University PhDs and
verified by leading organizational psychologists
▪ Measures leadership traits & preferences
▪ Helps assess cultural fit

360 Degree Referencing
▪ Provides structured referencing
▪ Allows input about candidates from peers, direct reports, managers, and
supervisors
▪ Verifies hunches and asks targeted follow up questions
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TCA: Assessing Candidate Competency
Leaders are successful because of the experience
and competencies they bring to meet the job
challenges ahead. We will assess both experience
and competencies to ensure a match with the
MedStar’s needs.
■ Industry experience

■ Track record of successful accomplishments
■ Up to seven essential competencies from four categories
– Leadership/Management
– Technical
– Functional

– Personal
■ Assesses candidate capabilities by how they have acted in
past situations
■ Enables scoring of each candidate by the hiring team
■ Consolidated candidate scores can be tabulated and

compared to one another
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TCA: Leadership Assessment Profile
LEAP is DHR’s proprietary psychometric tool that uncovers candidate leadership style
and working preferences to ensure a good cultural fit with MedStar.
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TCA: 360o Degree Referencing
Reference checks are indispensable to validate the preferred candidate’s
fit for the Chief Executive Officer position with MedStar.
▪ Provide great stories that demonstrate effectiveness and key competencies needed for
your job.
▪ Resolve discrepancies identified from other tools and interviews.
▪ Interviews with direct reports, colleagues, and managers (in that order) provide the
comprehensive view of the candidate’s capability in each essential competency for your
role, along with descriptions of their leadership and functional work styles.

▪ Insights from references differentiate finalists and may uncover concerns that need to be
weighed before proceeding to a hiring decision.
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Appendix C:
Advisory Services

Elevate Partners Service Offerings
Advisory services to build your best team

Executive
Succession
Planning

Team
Effectiveness

Executive
Coaching

OnboardingCultural
Accelerator

Private Equity
Diligence

Assessment
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